Genomic insights into Cushing syndrome.
In the setting of Cushing syndrome, genomic analyses can be performed either in tumors responsible for endogenous Cushing, or in patients exposed to glucocorticoid excess. Genomics of tumors identified several new genes - including ZNRF3 in adrenocortical carcinomas, PRKACA in cortisol-producing adrenal adenomas, ARMC5 in primary macronodular adrenal hyperplasia and USP8 in pituitary corticotroph adenomas. These genes shed new lights on the mechanisms responsible for these tumors. Integrated genomic studies of adrenal carcinomas identified distinct molecular classes, with remarkably different prognostic outcome. Beyond the mechanistic novelties, a new generation of prognostic markers emerges, with potentially important impact on patients care. For the future, genomic efforts should be pursued, focusing on poorly characterized tumors responsible for Cushing syndrome - including endocrine tumors secreting ACTH. In addition, epigenomics is emerging as an outstanding set of tools for characterizing tumors, unraveling unprecedented aspects of tumorigenesis. Applying these tools to endocrine tumors responsible for Cushing syndrome may also lead to important discoveries. Genomics of patients exposed to glucocorticoid excess is an emerging research field. Proof of principle studies have been performed, identifying molecular markers of glucocorticoid excess in blood. Research efforts should now concentrate on markers of mild glucocorticoid excesses - endogenous or exogenous -, owing to their high prevalence in general population. In addition, markers of individual susceptibility to each type of glucocorticoid complication are needed. It remains to be determined whether genomics can identify such markers.